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 In 1992, the International Guild of Miniature Artisans (IGMA) awarded Jim and Helen Dorsett the Guild 
Crystal Award, established in 1988 to give "recognition to select individuals who have made exceptional 
contributions to the miniature field." They joined a growing list of early pioneers in the miniature hobby, including 
Caye MacLaren (Nutshell News), Mrs. James Ward Thorne (the Thorne Rooms), Allegra Mott (founder of 
N.A.M.E), and many others. 

The magic of TSC, however, was that it was built around a multitude of voices rather than a few. While Jim and 
Helen's articles peppered the 20 years of the journal and Helen's roomboxes often defined the front cover of TSC, 
our contributors defined much the interior landscape of The Scale Cabinetmaker. Whether they were contributing 
editor (like Jim Jedlica, Madelyn Cook, or Kathy Sevebeck), were writing individual articles  (like Bill Postman, 
Tam Brooks, the Hillhouses, Horace Cooke, Suzanne Russo, June Simpson, William Miller, or Ruth Armstrong), or 
were creating article series (like Pete Westcott amd his roomboxes, Tom Steiger and his Wooten desk, Don Peck on 
bending or James Johnstone on finishing), the contributor's list reads like a who's who of the miniature field from 
the mid 1970s to the mid 1980's. 

Over the years, The Scale Cabinetmaker featured a number of quarterly columns from folks like  Madelyn Cook 
(you name it, she covered it). No subject or technique was too small. It was and is one of the reasons that The Scale 
Cabinetmaker has been called the  encyclopedia of scale modeling for miniaturists.  As Bill Roberson wrote in a 
recent IGMA forum:

"In the early years of scale miniatures Jim & Helen Dorsett produced The Scale Cabinetmaker 
Magazine and The Cabinetmaker's Guides. These were how-to publications that showed every detail, 
drawing, jig and fixture needed to make their projects. For over 20 years they produced and documented 
how to make hundreds of pieces of furniture."

TSC remains the only strictly how-to journal in the miniatures hobby. For nearly two decades after it ceased 
publication, the back issues were traded and resold over and over again. At most, Dorsett Publications only printed 
3,000 copies of an issue (and 2,500 on average), so the hard copies were fairly rare the day they were released. 
With the release of TSC as digital downloads, the journal is now available to far more readers at the same price 
($6.00 per issue) as it cost in 1995 when it ceased publication.

The Scale Cabinetmaker is available in two formats: by the issue as pdf downloads (available from 
www.dpllconline.com) and by the volume (4 issues) as cd-roms (also in pdf format, available from 
www.dorsettpublications.com). The Cabinetmaker's Guides are still available in print and will soon be released as 
downloadable pdfs. 
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